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Walker Zanger’s new Bera & Beren tile recreates carved limestone aesthetic
Collection includes coordinated wall and floor tiles, offering a complete design solution
LOS ANGELES — Walker Zanger, the world’s most comprehensive stone and tile company, recreates the
look and feel of carved limestone through its new Bera & Beren collection of porcelain floor and ceramic wall
tiles. With wallcovering and flooring options, designers are able to perfectly coordinate a wide range of natural
stone colors for a contemporary aesthetic in both residential and commercial applications.
“Bera & Beren channels the look and feel of sophisticated Portuguese and Spanish limestone, yet with the
durability and affordability of porcelain and ceramic,” said Jared Becker, Walker Zanger Vice President of
Design and Marketing. “This collection allows you to create these luxurious floor to ceiling wall patterns that
look just like beautiful carved stone, including its weathered finish and tactile ridges.”
TWEET THIS: New Bera & Beren collection by @WalkerZanger mimics fine-grain Portuguese and Spanish
#limestone, offering a complete design solution to pair #porcelain flooring with textured ceramic wall tiles.
http://bit.ly/WZ_BeraBeren
The tile’s grains and fossil spots feature subtle variations between mattes and glosses to mimic real Catalan
limestone with a minimalist and refined character. The textured wallcovering design “Saw” features an
engraving effect of horizontal lines, while “Six” forms a patterned network of clean, modern hexagons.
The larger format floor tile are 18-inches by 36-inches or 12-inches by 24-inches, and offered in both natural
and bush hammered finishes (the latter only available in select colorways). The bush hammered finish is
inherently nonslip so it can be used poolside, but is also useful for projects where the flooring needs to
transition from indoors to outdoors while maintaining a continuous aesthetic.
Bera & Beren tiles are available in an array of complementary neutral colors, including Biscuit, Coal, Greige,
Light Grey, Dark Grey and White.
For information about the Bera & Beren collection, please visit bit.ly/WZ_BeraBeren.
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The Bera & Beren collection features large format
textured, patterned wall tiles in neutral shades for a clean,
modern look that coordinates with its porcelain floor tiles.

Bera & Beren mimics fine-grain Portuguese and Spanish
limestone, and can be used in both indoor and outdoor
projects in residential or commercial applications.

About Walker Zanger
Walker Zanger, the world’s most comprehensive stone and tile company, combines traditional tile-making
techniques with a modern sophistication that transcends any singular design style. A leading choice for design
professionals and consumers, Walker Zanger natural stone and tile products can be found in luxury homes,
trendy boutiques, lavish spas and resorts, famed museums and fine restaurants around the globe. Walker
Zanger is available through 14 beautiful showrooms and more than 200 authorized dealers nationwide.
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